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On the production side, waste
minimization strategies are focusing
on optimizing resource and energy
use and lowering toxicity levels
during manufacture.
Reduce non-Product Outputs:
Whether it is water and energy
consumption, CO2 emissions or
waste streams, 1% counts
Industrial Internet Converges
Control Networks to IP to leverage
IT tech, big data and Analytics
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By collecting and processing of live “big data”, huge amounts of
missing measurements by widely distributed sensing and analytics
capabilities.
Often sharing the same medium as critical (deterministic) flows
used for Industrial control loops and motion control
Achievable by combination of the best of IT and OT technologies
together, forming the IT/OT convergence, aka Industrial Internet.
The next problem is to extend Deterministic OT traffic to share
bandwidth with non-deterministic IT traffic, reaching higher scales
at lower costs.
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[In philosophy] A deterministic
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model of the philosophical doctrine of
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understanding everything that has and will occur in the
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outcomes of causality. In a deterministic system, every action, or
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cause, produces
a reaction, or effect, and every reaction, in turn, becomes the cause of
p
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subsequent reactions.
The totality of these cascading events can theoretically show exactly how
(per Wikipedia definition)

the system will exist at any moment in time.
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A bus every T. minutes => guaranteed latency max_wait + travel
Reserved bus lanes => no interaction with other traffic
Switching buses => Lower complexity but increased latency
Towards a perfect emulation of a serial cable over a switched network
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Periodic trains along a same path and same schedule (time table)
Collision avoidance on the rails guaranteed by schedule
End-to-End latency enforced by timed pause at station

Typical deterministic flows incur a higher latency than “hot potato”
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Scheduling and Perfect timing for an optimum use of the medium.
Low loss / Hard bound latency. A new level of QoS guarantees for IT.
Sharing physical resources with classical best effort networking.
High ratio of critical flows for traffic known a priori.
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Controlling time of emission
Can achieve ~10µs sync on 802.15.4
Can guarantee time of delivery

Protection the medium
ISM band crowded, no fully controlled
all sorts of interferences, including self
Can not guarantee delivery ratio

Improving the Delivery ratio
Different interferers => different mitigations
Diversity is the key
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RDV in frequency, time and spatial domains
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e.g., OFDMA in LTE and Wi-Fi 6
e.g., 6TiSCH with TimeSlotted Channel Hopping (TSCH)
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16 channel offsets
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e.g. 31 time slots (310ms)
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• Eliminate congestion loss

Þ Controlled amount of traffic
Þ Available Resources (bandwidth and buffers) guaranteed
• Guarantee latency

Þ Deterministic Progress along Scheduled path
Þ Nor ARQ: Forward Error correction, Network coding
• (Nearly) Eliminate equipment failure losses

Þ Frame/Packet Replication and Elimination
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• Reduces frame loss

Þ Time and Frequency Diversity
Þ Reduces co-channel interference
• Optimizes bandwidth usage
Þ No blanks due to IFS and CSMA-CA exponential backoff
Þ While Increasing the ratio of guaranteed critical traffic
• Saves energy
Þ Synchronizes sender and listener
Þ Thus optimizes sleeping periods
Þ By avoiding idle listening and long preambles
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RAW can be obtained through Scheduling and Diversity
Provides similar benefits as wired
Þ High delivery ratio through path redundancy and collision elimination
Þ High ratio of critical flows
Þ Bounded maximum latency (and jitter)

Centrally scheduled operations bring additional benefits in wireless
Þ Medium usage optimization (no IFS, backoff, etc…)
Þ Energy savings (wake up on scheduled transmission)

But how that is effectively achieved is different in wireless
Þ All transmission opportunities MUST be scheduled (not just deterministic ones)
Þ Reserved scheduled transmission opportunities for critical traffic
Þ Shared scheduled transmission opportunities & dynamic allocation for best effort
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Thank you.

